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Mr. Ke rai i t Geary,
R.F.D.#2,
Walnutport, Penna.

Hello down there,

Was very much surprised to hear from
you and another Pea. na. reporter (a member) because the sigra1
usually skips everything within 500 miles:

Anyway, this will verify your reception of the
experimental transmitter you heard operating on 5990kcs,
Sunday, January 26th,1936 at 12.35 am E.S.T. The power in
the aerial was 15 watts or less. Yes, it was badly over -
modulated accordinto all reports -- believe it or not
at times the signal is heard with FB quality: Hi

By the way kindly do not give the transmitter any
publicity please. Tks. If I remember correctly you report-
ed hearing a transmitter on 6mc relaying WJR last Fall --
well that was this xmtr also: At the present time we are
also relaying WJR from 6.30pm -on and certainly would
appreciate you listening in down there in Penna. and let
us know just when the signal is heard with maximum carrier
strength. The reason for the unlicensed operation in, the
first place is a test to determine if it would be of any
value to the club to attempt to obtain a license for a
real FB transmitter of about 50 watts to be used entirely
for the use of all DXers:

Would like to extend to you an invitation to join the
CDXR for the next month -- 25,1: Hi Here is a copy of the
bulletin of last week:

Best of l k
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